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Fix List 

 

MONITOR Web - EIM 8.1.8.01 

 GÅNY-9V6CB8 – News: A new procedure Agreements are available in this version of the Web - EIM. In this procedure, 
you can search for the supplier agreements registered in MONITOR. 
 

For users who should have the right to this new procedure, you have to set the user rights in the User management. 
 

In the Supplier management you can also search for suppliers with agreements. From a supplier you can via the List 

linked agreements preview agreements for the supplier. Note that it is important that the user has rights to the 

Agreement procedure; otherwise there is no possibility to see the agreements through the Supplier management. 
If you have limited the rights to certain agreements, it is only authorized users and responsible for the agreement that can 

see the agreement; to others the text Access denied to preview this agreement is displayed. 
 
Matching between the supplier invoice and agreement rows - You can get a supplier invoice to match the agreement rows 

from version 8.1.8.01 of the Web - EIM. An invoice with the agreement number will not stay in any Link status. If there is a 

difference in the amount on the agreement row and the invoice row, the invoice will stop in status To authorize. The same 

applies if the agreement has another status than Started/Activated. It is possible that through the Supplier 

management set that the invoice should be final coded automatically when there is a complete match against the 

agreement. For that to happen, the agreement must have the status Started/Activated. 
 
The invoice follows the same authorization flow as material invoices, it will first go to the authorizer for the supplier, and 
secondly the reference on the agreement and, third to the head signer. 

 MSVD-A4KDYZ - After the EIM database in MONITOR was split up into one database per company available in the 
system, the EIM service tried to connect to EIM data bases for historical- and test companies as well. This made it 
impossible to connect to any EIM data base and an error message was displayed. 

 GÅNY-A2ZK57 - News: Now you can export the agreement register from MONITOR. Settings for export of agreement 

register are available in the Web EIM Manager. Please note that only agreements with status Started/Activated will be 
exported. 

 GÅNY-9X6AYL - News: Now it’s possible to match a supplier invoice against an agreement registered in MONITOR. The 
invoice can also be final coded directly if the agreement rows and the invoice rows correspond. "Automatic final coding 
during complete match against agreement" must be activated on the supplier in the Supplier management and the 

agreement has status Started/Activated. Other statuses will in the first place be sent for authorization by the person 
responsible for authorization of this supplier and secondly to the signer set on the agreement. 

 GÅNY-9XEBXX - News: Now it’s possible to send e-mail directly from Web – EIM and the sender’s address will be as it is 
set on the User in MONITOR. 

 SHÖD-A4UBTD - News: If you have set Authorization - Preview on an Agreement in MONITOR, it is only Authorized users 

that can see information about the agreement in the Agreement procedure. This also applies to supplier invoices that 
are matched to an Agreement number. 

 GÅNY-A6SGPC - News: The Search option Agreement number is added in the Find case procedure. If you search for 
an Agreement number, the supplier invoices that are linked to the agreement number is displayed. Please note that the 
Authorization - Preview setting on an Agreement in MONITOR might affect the search result! 
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